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Introduction

Trackers

As if in the blink of an eye, we have completed another successful season of hunting. Graham Sales Safaris is grateful for another year of
excellent sportsmanship and inimitable safari experiences. Africa’s beautiful landscapes delivered exceptional hunting and breathtaking
moments for all who shared in our intrepid adventures this year. This brief overview may offer a glimpse into some highlights of 2019:
The season kicked-off as early as March in the breathtaking Klaserie; it was Buffalo hunting at its best with Joe Jenny and Stephen Randazzo.
GSS also navigated the formidable rainforests of Cameroon again this year: this time, with Carroll Moran in his quest for Bongo. We thoroughly
enjoyed accompanying Dr Wood on the occasion of his 12th hunting safari, in a successful search of his 2nd Timbavati Buffalo.
Celebrating nature is also a celebration of life itself, it was, therefore, a great privilege to host the Feik family and friends for JJ’s unforgettable
50th birthday experience in the Northern Cape Kalahari. The world renowned Timbavati offered Scott Landers its bountiful reward of Buffalo,
Hippo, Hyena and plains game. Finally, we ended the season with a landmark 18th safari for Harold and Carla Meyers.
I am excited about the opportunities available to our clients next year. These include being able to offer our clients exhilarating dangerous
game hunting in central Mozambique in addition to our other hunting areas.
This past year’s successes have been built on the support of so many individuals. To mention everyone may be close to impossible. I would,
however, like to thank my wife for her unfailing support. Furthermore, I believe that the particular caliber of clients we are honored to host, are
invaluable cornerstones of GSS’s success and returning clients are indeed a great blessing! My sincerest gratitude goes out to every client: past,
present and future.
I humbly look forward to many more years at your service; with a heart and mind open to nature.

Best,

Graham
AWARDS
PHASA’s “Uncle Stevie” award 2004
PHASA’s “Uncle Stevie” award 2007
The prestigious “Uncle Stevie” award is based on trophy quality.
PHASA Professional Hunter of the year 2018

Kaunda, Steven, Abel and Albert

Professional

ARMAND THERON
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Hunters

CHRIS VAN STADEN

WILLEM (Wimpie) KNOX
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Graham Sales Safaris is proud to announce that we have
been awarded the exclusive hunting rights by MTPA
(Mpumalanga Tourism and Parks Agency) on
South Africa’s largest Provincial Nature Reserve.

(no hunting occurred on both Reserves for a period of 6 years – 2011 till 2016)
The Reserve is the largest provincial reserve in South Africa and forms part of the Songimvelo-Malolotja Transfrontier
Conservation Area, a peace park located south of Barberton in the south-eastern part of the Mpumalanga Province on the
South African-Swaziland border.
The incredible beauty of its range of mountains, which forms one of the oldest regions on Earth, with incredible volcanic and
sedimentary rocks, examples of which are exceeded only by those found in Greenland. Rolling hills, hidden valleys, wide open
plains and forest ravines support an incredible diversity of wildlife, plants and habitats. Along the valley floor winds the Komati
River, after which it flows into Swaziland and to the Indian Ocean.
The grassy plains of Songimvelo Nature Reserve are home to herds Buffalo, Blesbok, Blue Wildebeest, Eland, Impala, Red
Hartebeest and Zebra whilst within the wooded and hillside areas one will find Giraffe, Kudu, Mountain reedbuck and Elephant.
There are also numbers of White Rhino on the Reserve.

Komati River that runs through Songimvelo Nature Reserve
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Luxury tented camp at Songimvelo Nature Reserve

The Ghost and
the Darkness
film was shot at
Songimvelo
Nature Reserve
in South Africa

Tents are all private and each with a breathtaking view
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South Africa

Safari Rates

TROPHY FEES (SOUTH AFRICA) IN USD

SAFARI DAILY RATES

Baboon*
$		 375.00
Black-backed Jackal*
$		 370.00
Black Wildebeest
$ 1 950.00
Blesbok (Common)
$		 950.00
Blesbok (White)
$ 1 670.00
Blue Wildebeest*
$ 1 950.00
Bontebok
$ 3 900.00
Bushbuck (Cape)
$ 1 800.00
Bushbuck (Limpopo)*
$ 2850.00
Bushpig*
$ 1 875.00
Caracal
$ 2 500.00
Duiker (Common)*
$		 650.00
Duiker (Blue)
$ 2 000.00
Duiker (Red)
$ 2 500.00
Eland (Cape)*
$ 3 950.00
Eland (Livingstone)*
$ 4 250.00
Gemsbok*
$ 1 850.00
Giraffe*
$ 4 350.00
Grysbok (Cape)
$ 2 000.00
Grysbok (Sharpe’s)*
$ 1 800.00
Impala*
$		 700.00
Klipspringer*
$ 2 200.00
Kudu (E-Cape)
$ 2 800.00
Kudu (Southern Greater)* $ 4 250.00
Lechwe
$ 4 300.00
Nyala*
$ 3 950.00
Oribi
$ 3 000.00
Red Hartebeest*
$ 1 900.00
Reedbuck (Common)
$ 1 750.00
Reedbuck (Mountain)
$ 1 650.00
Springbok (Black)
$ 1 850.00
Springbok (Copper)
$ 2 950.00
Springbok (Typical)
$		 785.00
Springbok (White)
$ 1 850.00
Steenbok*
$		 750.00
Tsessebe
$ 4 250.00
Vaal Rhebok
$ 3 675.00
Warthog*
$		 750.00
Waterbuck*
$ 3 750.00
Zebra (Burchelle’s)*
$ 1 950.00
Zebra (Hartmann’s)
$ 3 600.00

1 Hunter / 1 Professional Hunter			
2 Hunters / 1 Professional Hunter			
Observer 			
Arrival day 			

$ 550/day
$ 450/day
$ 300/day
$ 350/person

Daily rates include:
• Services of an experienced, fully licensed Professional Hunter and field staff.
• Fully equipped safari vehicle for each Professional Hunter.
• Accommodation and all meals in fully equipped and staffed tented safari camp
or thatched safari lodge for the duration of your safari.
• All field preparation of trophies.
• Daily laundry in camp.
Daily rates exclude:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trophy fees on all animals taken or wounded.
License fees where required.
Government taxes on daily rates and animals not exported.
Accommodation prior to and after your safari.
Gratuities to staff and Professional Hunter.
Alcoholic beverages.

Dr. Steve Wood

HUNTING CONDITIONS
Trophy hunting is available year round in South Africa, although our summer months
(Nov. through Feb.) tend to be very hot and is also our rainy season. The best period is
from March through end October.
Due to the vastness of all the areas, the locating of game is done by travelling in a
Land Cruiser hunting vehicle from where all hunting is done on foot.

Please visit our website regarding information on caliber and ammunition selection,
Liability and Insurance as well as licenses and permits.
All our safari camps offer accommodation of the highest standard, whether in our traditional tented or thatched safari camps.
These camps are comfortable and safe and we will cater to each guest’s individual needs. All rooms are private and have
en-suite bathrooms, with hot and cold running water and flush toilets.
Camp staff will ensure that bathrooms are cleaned, rooms are tidy and laundry is done daily. GSS caters for specific dietary
requirements where possible. Prior to your arrival, one will be required to fill in our Dietary Information Form to indicate your
specific meal and beverage preferences. At GSS we will make sure each and every guest’s specific needs are taken into account
and are well taken care of.
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W AT E R B U C K

Tshipise

Reserve

(North eastern Limpopo province, South Africa)
The reserve is privately managed and owned
since 1974 by a family who are passionate for wild
Africa and its wildlife and who are pioneers in the
South African conservation industry. The reserve
is in excess of 125 000 acres of continuous wild
Africa which is home to four of Africa’s Big 5
(Buffalo, Elephant, Leopard and White Rhino)
and it is carefully managed to ensure that the
reserve maintains its natural ecological integrity.
With Mopane and Acacia shrub, huge mountains,
massive Baobab trees, dry riverbeds and some
open plains areas and with more than 8 000 head
of African game this is without a doubt one of
Southern Africa’s prime conservation areas. Our
luxurious camp is designed for privacy and
comprises of 5 double rooms , all with on suite
bathrooms, electricity and all necessary amenities. Our guests will enjoy 5 star cuisine either in
the central dining area or around the campfire at
night. Our camp also offers a beautifully
appointed open lounge area where one can
relax after a hard days hunting (wi fi available)
We also offer exceptional bow hunting with
permanent bow blinds that are large enough to
hold up to 5 people. Blinds are strategically built
at watering holes with shooting distances that
range between 5-25 yards.

Harold Meyers - Elephant
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Klaserie and Timbavati
(Mpumalanga province, South Africa)
The associated reserves is an association of privately owned nature reserves bordering on the
Greater park, collectively they present 444 789 acres of land dedicated to conservation. In June
1993 in recognition of the importance of the area, the fences between the Greater Park and the
associated reserves were removed to encourage natural wildlife migration.
Man’s incursions into this part of the Lowveld have always been temporary and brief, from early
Stone Age down to the early 20th century. In point of fact, large tracts of land in the northern
portion of the Lowveld were never permanently settled by man. The lands now comprising the
Reserves were barely touched, and are still only lightly inhabited.
This part of South Africa’s bushveld region may therefore be regarded as truly unspoiled and deserves
recognition as genuine wild land, as opposed to the “restored” and “restocked” lands commonly found
elsewhere.
The terrain is undulating with altitudes varying between 980ft and 1640ft above sea level.
The area is characterized as ‘savanna bushveld’ with 6 different landscape types, the most
prevalent being acacia and open woodland with Mopani scrub in the northern parts. With natural
watering holes and riverbeds in combination with the favorable terrain it is the perfect habitat
that attracts a huge variety of game that includes Elephant, White and Black Rhino, Buffalo, Zebra,
Blue Wildebeest, Kudu, Impala, Giraffe, Waterbuck, Warthog and some smaller antelope. These in
turn attract a number of predators, such as Lion, Leopard, Cheetah, Wild Dogs and Hyena, which
makes this a popular choice for a ‘real’ African wildlife experience.
In essence Savanna is classified as a vegetation type consisting of both a tree and grass layer with
complex interactions between these two structural layers.

Dr. Steve on his 2nd Timbavati Buffalo Safari
B U F FA L O

Graham Sales Safaris offers exceptional hunting in the Klaserie and
Timbavati Private Nature Reserves. Clients will experience a total
free range hunt with a classic African tented camp in the Timbavati
and thatched Safari camp in the Klaserie. It is definitely one of
the best and premier dangerous game hunting concessions in
Africa today where one can see numerous Elephant and
around 2,000 - 3,000 Buffalo in a seven day hunt.

THE FOLLOWING SPECIES ARE AVAILABLE ON QUOTA.
Buffalo Bulls		Bulls are categorized for conservation and management purposes.
Please contact us for details.
Buffalo Cows Only old cows older than 10 years of age may be hunted
Elephant
Bulls are categorized as follow for conservation
and management purposes:
30lb Bull (tusk weight per side)
40lb Bull (tusk weight per side)
55lb Bull (tusk weight per side)
Hippo
It is recommended that only adult or past-prime Hippo bulls
be considered for hunting.

Please contact our offices for a detailed quotation on hunting
any of the above-mentioned species. Please note that permits
are allocated 18-24 months in advance.
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Dr. Steve Wood
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B U F FA L O

B U F FA L O

Scott Landers

Scott Landers
HYENA
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Scott Landers

Graham & Scott

Scott Landers
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HIPPO

B U F FA L O C O W

Scott Landers

Edward Krafton

Nelson MacKenzie

Dr. Jeff Martinez

Stephen Randazzo

Joe Jenny

Scott Landers
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Lunchtime in the Timbavati
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B U F FA L O

Karee & Thuru

Reserves

(Northern Cape province, South Africa)

Nestled in the Northern Cape Karoo grasslands of South Africa one will have the opportunity to hunt a wide variety of
indigenous species in this 112 000-acre semi desert area. Both these areas will provide ample opportunity to experience the
very best the Northern Cape has to offer. These areas are home to exceptional Gemsbok, Kudu, Red Hartebeest, Eland and the
4 Springbok species to name but a few!
The brand-new Karee lodge is a superb development that fits right into this historic part of the country that dates back to 1881
when the first trading post was opened here by the pioneering hand of John William Wright.
A Northern Cape adventure second to none awaits at Karee and Thuru Reserves!

Dr. Jeff Martinez
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Matt & Loren Johnson Jr.
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FEIK

Family Safari
JJ, Andi, Tracee & Madison

Feik family & friends
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Britt & Ashley with Johan
17

Andi Feik - Red Lechwe

JJ Feik - Gemsbuck
18

JJ Feik - Tsessebe

Father & Daughter
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20

Gregg Kosterlitzky - Kudu

Ashley Campbell - Roan Antelope

Rob Finney - Sable

Britt Campbell - Buffalo
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Robert Myers - Barbary sheep

Robert & Ava Myers - Red Lechwe
22

Robert Myers - Sable

Robert Myers - Nyala

23

Ashley - Common Springbuck

Britt - Black Springbuck

Ashley - White Springbuck

Britt - Copper Springbuck

JJ Feik - Hartmann’s Zebra

FEIK SAFARI GrandSlam
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JJ - Common Springbuck

Andi - Black Springbuck

Robert - Common Springbuck

Robert - Black Springbuck

Andi - White Springbuck

JJ - Copper Springbuck

Robert - White Springbuck

Robert - Copper Springbuck
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Robert Myers - Roan

JJ Feik - Buffalo

Robert Myers - Tsessebe

26

Jessica and Todd Lutman

Jessica Mims - Black Wildebeest

JJ Feik - Red Hartebeest
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N YA L A

Joe, Kerry & Jessica Mims with Joe’s Kudu

Dr. Steve Wood

Jessica Mims - Black Springbuck

28

Ava Myers - Kudu

Jessica Mims - Copper Springbuck

Lee McCauly

Ethan Martinez
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KUDU

KUDU

Cheryl Bobb

Dr. Jeff Martinez
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Lee McCauly

Stephen Randazzo

Russ Brooks

Matt & Russel Johnson Jr.
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ELAND

LIVINGSTONE ELAND

Harold & Carla Meyers
BUSHBUCK
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Dr. Steve Wood

Doug Bobb

33

34

WARTHOG

BUSHPIG

Karlye Brooks

Ethan Martinez

Graham & Carroll Moran hunting Bongo in Cameroon
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Mozambique

Marangira
hunting
block

Niassa
Reserve

Graham Sales Safaris – Marangira – Northern Mozambique
Marangira

- It’s not far-fetched to state that northern Mozambique may become the most sought after safari destination in Africa -

Marrupa
We hunt 988 000 acres in pristine wilderness in the Niassa province – North- western Mozambique. The area is
situated north of the small town, Marrupa and south of Block C – Niassa Reserve. The concession is flanked on the
left by the Ruambeze and on the west by Lureco rivers. The main habitat is Miombo woodland with some open
Savannah areas, seasonal wetlands and riverine forests along the many water courses, rivers and streams. The
landscape is scattered with spectacular rock formations and mountains, many of them have thickets of montane
forest growing in the narrow gullies that extend up the smooth – sided rock faces. The magnificent scenery
combined with the vastness of the area, abundance of game and pristine nature makes this without a doubt on
of Africa’s last great wilderness areas.
Our Marangira area is home to prolific wildlife, including Elephants and more than 60 of the critically
endangered African Wild Dog, Leopard in abundance, Lions and Hyenas are common with big numbers of
Buffalo, Roosevelt Sable, Lichtenstein Hartebeest and Livingstone Eland including three endemic species,
Crawshey’s Zebra, Johnston’s Impala and Niassa Wildebeest.
“Personally I cannot believe or it will be hard to imagine an area with a higher population of Leopard, Roosevelt
Sable, Buffalo and Livingstone Eland than this specific block”. In general, exceptional trophy quality goes hand
in hand with high populations of game.

Nampula

ZIMBABWE
Ghonerezhou
National Park

Mozambique
Savé R

iver

TROPHY FEES IN USD
Species
License Fee Trophy Fee
Baboon
$ 100
$ 250
Buffalo
$ 1 200
$ 2 500
Bushbuck
$ 400
$ 1 450
Bushpig
$ 250
$ 1 250
Duiker (Common)
$ 250
$ 1 200
Eland (Livingstone)
$ 1 400
$ 3 450
Hartebeest (Lichtenstein’s) $ 800
$ 2 400
Hyena
$ 500
$ 3 500
Impala (Johnston’s)
$ 400
$ 850
Kudu (Greater)
$ 120
$ 2 550
Leopard
$ 3 000
$ 6 500
Lion
$ 6 000
$ 8 850
Reedbuck (Common)
$ 400
$ 1 200
Sable (Roosevelt)
$ 1 400
$ 4 250
Waterbuck
$ 800
$ 2 550
Warthog
$ 300
$ 650
Wildebeest (Niassa)
$ 1 200
$ 3 250
Zebra (Crawshey’s)
$ 1 200
$ 2 950
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Daily rates exclude:
• Animal license and trophy fees.
• Lion and Leopard baits and pre baiting.
• The hire of firearms, and ammunition.
• Tanning, processing, packaging and transportation
of trophies for exportation. ($750.00)
• Transfers from Lichinga to base camp
and back. ($1 200)
• Hotel accommodation before and after
the hunt, if applicable.
• Air charters, immigration and / or customs fees.
• Gratuities.
• All trophy fees exclude 17% Government tax.
• $2 100 government levy on all Leopard hunts.
NOTE :
• License fees subject to change as these are controlled
and stipulated by the Mozambique Government.
To ensure quota availability, all required trophy species
must be reserved well in advance.
• US Citizens/ passport holders need a VISA to enter
Mozambique - http://maputo.usembassy.gov/nevr.html

LOGISTICS:

From Pemba one will take a private charter flight
straight to Marangira that leaves one with a 40
minute drive to hunting camp.

DAILY RATES

Species
#Days Total
Buffalo + Sable + PG
12		$ 13 800
Leopard
15		$ 27 500
Leopard + Buffalo
15		$ 39 750
Lion
18		$ 58 850
Non hunting guests			
$ 425 / day

Marangira Main Camp offers 5 luxury safari
tents with ensuite bathrooms with
hot & cold running water

On the international flight one will arrive in
Johannesburg from where one can take a
connecting flight to Pemba in Mozambique.

The hunting season starts in June and ends in November – personally we prefer the months towards the end of the
season (September / October / November) for the following reasons; most of the tall grass has been burnt and new
fresh grass is coming out which not only attracts game but one’s visibility is much better; the area does have a lot of
water but some temporary watering holes have dried up so game is more concentrated.

Daily rates Include:
• Luxury accommodation in fully equipped
private hunting camps.
• The services of a Professional Hunter,
camp and field staff.
• Fully equipped 4x4 safari vehicles.
• All field preparation of trophies.
• All meals and standard drinks during contracted safari.
• Meet and greet customs assistance at port of entry.
• Government concession fees, community
and conservation fees.

Pemba

One can also take a connecting flight to Lichinga
from where it is a 3 hour drive to camp.

TYPICAL HUNTING DAY
We always wake up very early each morning, have a preferred breakfast and leave camp before sunrise.
If Leopard is the priority specie, I strongly believe that one should focus on Leopard only. One will shoot bait
animals while looking for new bait locations while checking existing baits. Once one is successful on the Leopard
one can start to focus on Buffalo and all other species. (I’m not saying we will not take a desired trophy animal if the
opportunity present itself but one has to focus on Leopard before one goes looking for some other specie and the
Leopard hunt does not get the necessary attention that it requires)
If Leopard is not the preferred or priority specie one will look for fresh Buffalo or Eland tracks to follow, most other
plains game species are being spot from the back of the hunting vehicle from where a stalk is planned. (One might
spend a few nights in one of our fly camps all depending on the desired specie)
We will have a packed lunch with us and will take some time during mid - day to have a meal and relax down in a
riverbed or somewhere in the shade.
After lunch we will carry on hunting and slowly work our way back to camp. Due to the size of the area we usually
get back to camp after sunset.
Back in camp one will take a hot shower, change into comfortable clothes and relax around the campfire, before
having a warm dinner and a good night’s rest.
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Mozambique

Zambia

Please refer to map on page 34
The area consists of 250 000 acres of private land with the Savé River (a 1-mile wide river), splitting the area into
two blocks,150 000 and a 100 000-acres respectively. The area shares a common open boundary with the world
renowned Gonarezhou National Park for 16 miles with an abundance of game moving in and out of the Park. The
area is mostly open savannah with huge trees and visibility in most places are up to 300 yards.
There are currently two camps Cinzine Camp, north of the Savé River and Border Camp, which is located on the
southern bank of the Savé River. Cinzine is a tented camp, each tent with en-suite bathroom facilities. From a 300
foot cliff, the camp overlooks the Savé River running through flood plains with the Gonarezhou National Park in the
distance. Border camp is an old border post, revamped into a camp also with en-suite bathrooms but nestled in the
corner where Mozambique and Zimbabwe meet on the Savé River.
Buffalo hunting is by mostly done by scouting for fresh buffalo tracks and following them. Best times of the year are
from June to September although you can hunt up to end of November. The latter months high temperatures force
one to hunt from 4am to 11am and then again from 4pm. Buffalo sizes have up to now been above 40” with the
average being 42”.
We get the following species on quota due to sustainable quantity: Elephant, Lion, Leopard, Buffalo, Crocodile,
Hippo, Livingstone Eland, Kudu, Sable, Zebra, Blue Wildebeest, Roan antelope, Impala, Suni, Common Reedbuck,
Nyala, Blue Duiker, Warthog, Bushpig, Common Duiker, Steenbuck and Waterbuck. The sounds of Hyena, Hippo,
Lion, Elephant and Leopard often echo through the camp at night with the days being filled with the cry of the Fish
Eagles.
We normally collect clients from Johannesburg and overnight in Tshipise or Punda Maria (inside Kruger National
Park), splitting the trip into two, with a 350 mile and a 100-mile leg. It’s paved road up to Pafuri (South Africa –
Mozambique) border and from there a dirt track for the next 100 miles. The 100 miles follows the Park border for
75 miles and the last 25 miles runs through the hunting area, taking approximately 5 hours in total.

Species
Buffalo
Leopard
Elephant
Lion

#Days
7
14
14
15

Total
$ 12 000
$ 27 500
$ 44 400
$ 52 800

TROPHY FEES IN USD
Species 		Trophy Fee License Fee
Baboon
$
250		$
100
Buffalo
$ 3 500		 $ 1 050
Bushbuck (Chobe)
$ 1 200		 $
350
Bushpig
$
600		$
200
Crocodile
$ 3 650		 $
800
Duiker Common
$
500		 $
200
Duiker Red
$ 1 400		 $
300
Duiker Blue
$ 1 400		 $
350
Eland
$ 2 900		 $ 1 050
Elephant
$ 22 000		 $ 10 000
Grysbok
$ 1 400		 $
300
Impala
$
400		$
300
Kudu
$ 2 600		 $ 1 000
Leopard
$ 8 500		 $ 2 100
Lion
$ 14 000		 $ 4 000
Nyala
$ 3 500		 $ 1 050
Hippo
$ 4 900		 $ 1 050
Oribi
$ 1 400		 $
300
Reedbuck
$
850		$
350
Sable
$ 6 500		 $ 1 050
Steenbok
$
400		$
300
Suni
$ 1 400		 $
350
Wildebeest Blue
$ 1 600		 $
850
Waterbuck
$ 3 100		 $
650
Warthog
$
490		$
250
Zebra
$ 2 500		 $ 1 000
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Rates Include:
• Services of licensed professional hunter,
skinners, trackers and camp staff
• Accommodation within hunting
area during your safari
• All meals and beverages
• Laundry service
• Field preparation of trophies

Rates Exclude:
• Trophy fees for animals killed or wounded
(See trophy fees)
• Accommodation before and after
safari where required
• Commercial or charter flights or boat
charters if required
• Gratuities to professional hunter and camp staff
• Packing, dipping, taxidermy and shipping of trophies
• Sightseeing trips away from main camp
• Specially requested imported food and drinks
• CITES license fees where applicable
• Cost of telephone calls and faxes made by clients

Additional expenses
• Airport Taxes
• Mozambique Visa
• Export documents for trophies
and delivery to export agent
• Road transfers
• Rifle import permits per rifle
• Hunting permit

$ 120 p/p
$ 70 p/p
$
$
$
$

600
600
200
350

The Luangwa Valley is one of Africa’s prime wildlife sanctuaries, with concentrations and varieties of game and
birdlife that have made it world famous.
The Luangwa Valley lies at the tail end of the Great Rift Valley as the Rift reaches Zambia, it divides; one arm to the
east encompasses Lake Malawi and the western arm becomes the Luangwa Valley. Down the center of the valley
flows the Luangwa River, fed by dozens of sand rivers that come down during the rainy season.
The countryside is spectacular in its rugged beauty, the vegetation thick and, near the Luangwa River and its many
tributaries, a lush riverine forest occurs that is green all year round. Flanking the rivers western banks are the North
and South Luangwa National Parks separated by the 30km Munyamadzi corridor. To the east, between the two
main parks is another Park called Luambe.
The development of game protection in the area began in the late 19th century when the British South Africa
Company was administering the territory and they imposed a total ban on the hunting of hippo and elephant in the
area - Today there is an over-abundance of hippos along the Luangwa River.
We hunt predominantly in the Luangwa Valley, the block lies between the North and South Luangwa
National Parks. Please contact us for a detailed quotation.

21 Day

Lion / Buffalo / Plains game Safari		
Dip / Pack / Crate		
Safari / Bird License / Rifle Permit		
		
Nett:

$
$
$
$

122, 000.00
2, 500.00
1, 500.00
126, 000.00

14 Day

Leopard / Buffalo / Plains game Safari		
Dip / Pack / Crate		
Safari / Bird License / Rifle Permit		
		
Nett:

$
$
$
$

33, 000.00
2, 000.00
1, 500.00
36, 500.00

14 Day

Elephant / Buffalo / Plains game Safari		
Dip / Pack / Crate		
Safari / Bird License / Rifle Permit		
		
Nett:

$
$
$
$

38, 000.00
2, 000.00
1, 500.00
41, 500.00

7 Day
(1 x 1)

Buffalo / Plains game Safari 		
Dip / Pack / Crate		
Safari /Bird License / Rifle Permit		
		
Nett:

$
$
$
$

17, 500.00
1, 000.00
1, 000.00
19,500.00

5 Day

Hippo / Crocodile / Plains game Safari
Dip / Pack / Crate		
Safari / Bird License / Rifle Permit		
		
Nett:

$
$
$
$

14, 000.00
1, 000.00
1, 000.00
16, 000.00

10 Day

Sable / Plains game Safari		
Dip / Pack / Crate		
Safari / Bird License / Rifle Permit		
		
Nett:

$
$
$
$

22, 500.00
2, 000.00
1, 500.00
26, 000.00

5 Day

$
$
$
$

26, 500.00
1, 000.00
1, 000.00
28, 500.00

$

5, 500.00

$

450.00 / day

Swamp Safari		
Dip / Pack / Crate		
Safari / Bird License / Rifle Permit		
		
Nett:
Add on:
1 day
Kafue Lechwe hunt		
Observers		

Daily rates include:

* Our services as licensed Outfitters and Professional Hunters.
* Highly qualified camp staff, including skinners, trackers,
gun bearers, cooks, waiters and camp assistants.
* Fully equipped comfortable camp.
* Complete meals, prepared from the finest ingredients.
* Transportation within hunting area.
* Available soft beverages.
* Complete co-ordination of all safari travel.
* “Meet and Greet” upon arrival and departure,
assistance through customs with Firearms.
* Daily laundry service.

TROPHY FEES IN USD
Species
Baboon
Buffalo
Bushbuck (Chobe)
Bushpig
Civet Cat
Crocodile
Duiker (Common)
Duiker (Blue)
Eland
Elephant
Grysbok (Sharpe’s)
Hartebeest (Lichtenstein)
Hippopotamus
Hyena
Impala
Klipspringer
Kudu
Lechwe Black
Lechwe Kafue
Leopard
Lion
Monkey Vervet
Oribi
Puku
Reedbuck
Roan
Sable
Sitatunga
Tsessebe
Warthog
Waterbuck (Common)
Waterbuck (Defassa)
Wildebeest (Cookson)
Zebra

USD $
$
225
$ 5 500
$ 1 250
$
950
$ 1 550
$ 5 500
$
750
$ 1 550
$ 5 950
$ 28 500
$ 1 450
$ 1 750
$ 5 500
$ 2 250
$
550
$ 1 700
$ 3 600
$ 5 750
$ 5 800
$ 8 500
$ 18 850
$
385
$ 1 250
$ 1 450
$ 1 250
$ 9 500
$ 9 500
$ 6 550
$ 2 750
$ 1 000
$ 2 250
$ 2 450
$ 3 500
$ 2 200

Daily rates exclude:

* Trophy fees paid prior to safari based on client wish list. Final
accounts will be done at conclusion of safari.
* Cost of air charters, if required.
* Cost of airfares for scheduled local flights and security fee of
$30.00 per rifle each way.
* Cost of excess baggage on commercial flight
* Customs duty on ammunition upon arrival – is between $2.00 and
$4.00 per round.
* Gratuities for camp staff and Professional Hunter.
* Hotel accommodations before and after safari if required or requested.
* Alcoholic beverages
* Freight for trophies
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